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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

We are asking whether gazes are less effective at cueing an observer’s attention when they are seen as ‘deflected’. This effect has been documented

before: gaze deflection impairs the ability to discriminate a letter briefly flashed in the direction of the gaze. However, the purpose of this experiment is to

control for a confounding factor, namely the gazing direction of a secondary actress at the time of the target onset, by only showing the final tableau and

the target.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

After viewing the animation, observers will be asked to report which letter they saw (and to guess if they do not know). Our dependent measure will be the

accuracy in this letter recall task.

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

There are two conditions corresponding to two directions of head turning in the final tableau (Gaze Deflection/Control) — each viewed by 200 unique

observers.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We will conduct a two-proportion z-test comparing the proportions of correct responses in final tableaus from Gaze Deflection vs. Control animations.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We will exclude (1) observers who entered anything other than a single letter (A-Z) when asked to report which letter they saw; (2) observers who guessed

the purpose of the experiment (e.g. mentioning gaze or head turning); (3) observers who interrupted the survey; (4) observers whose viewport size was

smaller than 1000x268px; (5) observers who reported past participation in a similar study; (6) observers who encountered any other technical problems;

and (7) observers who failed to answer our questions sensibly.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will collect data from 400 subjects (post-exclusions), and each will complete 1 trial.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

We are planning on comparing the pattern of responses in Deflection vs. Control animations obtained in this task to that obtained in a previous experiment

where observers watched full animations ending the same final tableaus (AsPredicted# 24565). To examine this interaction, we will conduct a

two-proportion z-test comparing the difference between Gaze Deflection vs. Control animations in the current vs. previous experiment (i.e. the difference

of differences).

Available at https://aspredicted.org/mm4pc.pdf 
(Permanently  archived at http://web.archive.org/web/*/https://aspredicted.org/mm4pc.pdf)
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